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Message

I am happy to learn that Corporate Vigilance is bringing out its magazine "Jagrook" (dfJf5ch.)

which literally means Vigilant. There is one quote in Hindi language "ft8frl OJt gft erdtf,

Tdfr fB-i rq a+- f6t'. lt means that we can remove fear from citizens and from our mind

by being Vigilant in our daily life activities. Vigilance eliminates fear from life. The fear

emerges from the state of not being sure and from uncertainty and ignorance of day to

day working at work place. This state of uncertainty leads us to a situation where it

becomes difficult to differentiate between the real dangers and the hypothetical ones.

Once your uncertainty is removed and things are transparent and crystal clear, the fear

will vanish. The state of being well versed about surroundings and boundary conditions

makes us in total control of activities in which we are involved. With this control we are

able to eliminate the fear and discharge our obligation in more efficient and honest

manner.

"How to remove fear?" is one of the biggest challenges for Government sector or PSU

employees. Fear is unpleasant for sure and no one likes to live with it, but the fact is

that it exists. There is a quote from Chanakya Neeti that says "A hard working person

cannot remain poor, a person who continuously remembers God is unlikely to perform a

sin, a person with peace cannot quarrel. Similarly, a vigilant person has no fears."

"ardr& T5T" is nothing but acquiring latest knowledge and awareness of technological

updating, regulatory issues, legal procedures and working manuals. "ffrfft {S" is

sharing of knowledge & experience, building knowledge bank continuous technological
and procedural improvements and handholding of new entrants to work place.

I appeal all of you to be Vigilant in day to day activities and perform your job fearlessly.
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